
Alaska’s Gendered Coffee Industry:  
Cafes vs. Drive-Up Coffee Stands 

Introduction 

Alaska has predominantly women baristas work-

ing in cafes and exclusively in drive-up coffee 

stand. My research investigated factors related 

to Alaska’s gendered coffee industry.  

Methods 

Using a list from the Alaska State Commerce 

website (2016), I numbered coffee establish-

ments in Anchorage, Alaska. Using a random 

number table I selected 15 of each type of es-

tablishments. I distributed recruiting sheets with 

a Qualtrics survey and collected a total of 51 

surveys from respondents, 21 of which came 

from baristas at drive-up coffee stands and 30 

from baristas at cafes. I used SPSS statistical 

software to analyze the survey data.  

A big thank you to the  

Anchorage area baristas who  

participated in my study. 

Results 

The gender wage gap in the coffee industry is 

92%.  Although, women make more in tips per 

week than men. The wage gap between drive-

up coffee stands and cafes is 90%. Drive-up cof-

fee baristas make more in tips per week than ca-

fé baristas. Drive-up baristas are more likely to 

say that physical attractiveness matters a lot.  

Café baristas think that café work is most re-

spectable while drive-up baristas think that both 

café work and drive-up work are equally re-

spectable. Both café and drive-up baristas be-

lieve that other people think café work is more 

respectable.  Work in drive-up coffee stands is 

done exclusively by women. Although women 

make more in tips, they make a lower hourly 

wage and their work in drive-up coffee stands is 

seen as less respectable.  

Respondent’s Personal Characteristics That Make A Good Barista 

Variables N 
Mean or  

Percent 

Total respondents 52   

Men 8 16% 

Women 43 84% 

Respondent Age   23 

Drive-up coffee stand 

barista 
21 41% 

Café barista 30 59% 

Hourly wage of all baristas   $10.19 

Hourly wage Café   $9.94 

Hourly wage Drive-up   $10.37 

Hourly wage Men  $10.93 

Hourly wage Women  $10.01 

Tips/Week Café   $163.81 

Tips/Week Drive-Up   $280.77 

Tips/Week Men  $192.86 

Tips/Week Women  $212.59 

Significance Test 
Chi-Squared 

Value 

Independent Variable: 

Where respondent works 

(café or drive-up) 

Dependent Variable: 

Which job do you think is 

more respectable 

8.933** 

Independent Variable: 

Where respondent works 

(café or drive-up) 

Dependent Variable: 

What job do you think 

other people think is 

6.436** 

  t-scores 

Independent Variable: 

Location (café or drive-up) 

Dependent Variable: 

3.446** 

Independent Variable: 

Gender 

Dependent Variable: 

1.832* 

*Significant at .05 level 
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